Renting Dagmar Property Summer Events & Film Crew Information
Dagmar is a beautiful location to hold your next event whether it's a large scale
Obstacle course or an intimate party. Commercials or Film and parking for crew and talent.
Renting Dagmar property and or Chalets have various prices depending on the size and scope of the
event. Please give us a call anytime or email details of your requirements and we will happily give you a
quote.
Dagmar Resort est. 1960
www.skidagmar.com 905-649-2002
Closest Venue to Toronto - Exactly 40 minutes from Yonge & York Mills on 401.
Extremely Convenient to 401 and 407 the new Express Toll.
Located directly on Lake Ridge Road. 7 minutes north of Highway 7.
Dagmar has 145 acres located within the sensational Oak Ridges Moraine.
Stunning forested trails with old growth vegetation, flatland meadows and wildlife.
Beautifully groomed wide trails designed specifically for groups of runners and or obstacles.
A natural landscape featuring a multitude of terrain variations from extra easy to a challenging extreme.
There a 2 ponds on the property, one in our meadow area and a second pond adjacent to alpine slopes.
Dagmar Resort has extensive experience and knowledge on all aspects of outdoor events both winter
and summer. Outstanding capabilities in preparation and executing obstacle course style events from
families of all ages and skill levels to extreme athletes.

Dagmar is proficient in modifying our terrain temporarily for your event with
full excavation and building capabilities. We have Backhoe's and a Water Truck.
We can suggest and guide your team through the most effective use of Dagmar lands to maximise flow
and creativity making your event spectacular.
Dagmar crew is well versed in obstacle and race coordination with a strong portfolio of hosting and
returning events with up to 6,000 participants.
There is ample acreage in the Nordic meadows for Post-Race Celebrations, to hold a Full Scale Stage
DJ Celebrations, Large Beverage Tents, Food Stations and Pop-Up Shops.
Dagmar has 4 Chalets;
The Main Chalet - 16,000 sq ft. With lovely views overlooking the slopes.
A full serviced cafeteria, healthy food station, fully licensed lounge, comfortable seating and a dining area
with table and chairs. Bathrooms, Family Bathroom and lockers,
The Cross Country Chalet - 2,400 sq. ft. Small Snack area with Fridge & Freezer, Seating, Large
Windows overlooking The Meadows, Tables & Chairs. Large outdoor Balcony. This chalet comfortably
holds event organizers and offers the privacy needed to conduct business.
West Chalet - 1,800 sq. ft. Fireplace, Seating, Large Windows overlooking Alpine Slopes, Bathrooms.
Suitable for meetings.
Upper Chalet: - 2,400 sq. ft. - Currently Reserved for Private Functions.
Parking for approximately 1,500 plus cars.
Events we have Hosted Include
5K Foam Fest
The Color Run/Happiest 5k on the Planet
Insane Inflatables
Endless Summer

